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CONTRIBUTORS (in alphabetical order)
Andreas Broekmann lives and works in Berlin. Since 2000, he has been the artistic director of transmediale,
a festival for art and digital culture in Berlin. He maintains the Spectre mailing list, and is a member of the
Berlin-based media association mikro, and of European Cultural Backbone, a network of media centres. In
university courses, curatorial projects and lectures, he focuses on media art, digital culture and aesthetics
of the machinic. <ab@transmediale.de>
Ashim Purkayastha is a visual artist working in paint, photography and installation practices. He currently lives
and works between New Delhi and Assam. He has exhibited in a number of solo and group shows in India
and elsewhere. <ashim_purkayastha@yahoo.com>
Babak Afrassiabi is an artist working in Rotterdam and Tehran. With Nasrin Tabatabai, he is co-initiator and coeditor of Pages (www.pagesmagazine.net), a bilingual Farsi/English web journal that develops collaborative
projects

with

practitioners

in

the

fields

of

art,

culture,

urbanism

and

social

issues.

<info@pagesmagazine.net>
Baijayanta Mukhopadhyay currently lives in Montréal, Canada. He is working on a master’s degree that traces
the co-optation of Southern social movements by the North. He writes fiction and non-fiction for Canadian
publications, and is also interested in photography. <b.mukhopadhyay@yahoo.com>
Bismillah Gilani studied Arabic in Delhi University. He is deeply involved in the happenings in Kashmir and writes
about these in Urdu and English. He held a Sarai Independent Research Fellowship in 2004-05. His fellowship
project

report

has

been

developed

into

a

book,

scheduled

for

publication

in

2006.

<s_bismillah@yahoo.com>
Cédric Vincent is a writer and editorial advisor of the Paris-based contemporary art magazine Art21. He is
currently a doctoral candidate in anthropology at the École des Hautes en Sciences Sociales in Paris.
<cedric.vincent@art21.fr>
Cybermohalla (CM) is a collaboration between Sarai-CSDS and Ankur (Society for Alternatives in Education). CM
is a combination of locality labs (LNJP Colony, Dakshinpuri and Nangla Maanchi) and an experimental
production lab at Ankur. Approximately 70 practitioners work with various media tools and forms at these
labs, including animation, photography, storytelling, performance, radio, stickers, broadsheets, event-based
conversations in the locality, wall writing, booklets, wall magazines, blogs, mailing lists, hyperlinked
projects, etc. CM practitioners’ work has been exhibited in international art, tactical media and performance
contexts. CM practitioners are presently also engaged in dialogues with other initiatives to set up localitybased media labs outside Delhi.
Akhilesh is one of the early members of the Nangla Lab, who is now intermittently involved in creating a
radio programme on Nangla. His family shifted out of Nangla prior to the demolitions.
Ankur came to the Nangla Lab along with attending school. He was part of the team that produced the first
wall magazine from the Nangla Lab, “Kuchh Kaho (Say Something)”. His family was among those who shifted
out of Nangla immediately before the demolitions.
Azra Tabassum has been building conversations with young people at the Ankur libraries and Learning
Centres in Dakshinpuri, LNJP Colony and Nangla Maanchi for the past year-and-a-half, and creating ‘readers’
books’ from these. She lives in LNJP colony.
Babli Rai is part of a core group responsible for building the Cybermohalla Locality Lab at LNJP colony. She
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coordinates the circulation of content from the labs within the locality through broadsheets, wall magazines,
etc. She lives in LNJP colony.
Dilip was a practitioner at the Nangla Lab. His family members are among the older residents of Nangla, and
will get a plot of land by way of resettlement in Ghevra.
Henna Qureishi is a practitioner at LNJP Lab. She lives in LNJP Colony.
Jaanu was the coordinator of the CM Lab at Nangla Maanchi. He is now coordinating the making of the audio,
photograph and document archive of Nangla Maanchi. He used to live in Nangla, and has now temporarily
shifted to Shashi Garden with his father.
Lakhmi C. Kohli is co-editor of the quarterly CM broadsheet “Bade-Bade Shehron mein Kuchh Namm Baatein”
He is working on a manuscript of life in a resettlement colony. He lives in Dakshinpuri.
Love Anand is part of a core group responsible for building the CM Locality Lab at Dakshinpuri. He is
developing a process tech manual with his peers. He lives in Dakshinpuri.
Nasreen is part of a core group responsible for building the CM Locality Lab at LNJP Colony. Along with her
peers, she is writing a process document of the lab practices over the last five years. She lives in LNJP
Colony.
Neelofar is content producer for the Cybermohalla Radio series for the Public Service Broadcasting Trust.
She is working on a subaltern dictionary with her peers.
Prabhat K. Jha works in Ankur and coordinates the CM project. He has been building a framework to connect
CM content and practices to imagine the library as a site of redrawing the lines between the creator and the
reader, and between the library and the archive of the locality.
Priya Sen works with the CM labs through building minor practices around sound and image. She
coordinates the CM radio programme.
Rabiya Quraishi is the coordinator of the LNJP Lab. With her peers, she is developing various media forms
for circulation of content from the CM labs. She lives in LNJP Colony.
Rakesh Khairalia has already had a long working life and diverse work experiences. He is currently working
on a manuscript on new resettlement sites in Delhi. He lives in Dakshinpuri.
Saifuddin is part of a core group responsible for building the Cybermohalla Locality Lab at LNJP colony. He
is excited by photography, and is developing an image-based project with his peers at the LNJP lab.
Shamsher Ali currently coordinates the making of the monthly CM Wall Magazines – 12-page, A-4 size
photocopied publications from the three CM labs. He lives in LNJP Colony.
Shveta Sarda works with the CM labs as a process chronicler and keeps the diverse CM content in
circulation among English-speaking publics through blogs, essays and postings on discussion lists. She is a
member of the editorial collective of Sarai’s quarterly broadsheet, Sarai.txt.
Suraj Rai is part of the CM tech team, engaged in maintenance and administration of computers that run on
Linux OS. He is developing a tech process manual with his peers. He lives in LNJP Colony.
Yashoda Singh is co-editor of the quarterly CM broadsheet “Bade-Bade Shehron mein Kuchh Namm Batein
She is working on a subaltern dictionary with her peers. She lives in LNJP Colony.
CM practitioners can be contacted at cybermohalla@sarai.net
Debjani Sengupta teaches literatures in English at Indraprastha College, Delhi University. She has translated
works from Bengali to English. She held a Sarai Independent Research Fellowship in 2005-06.
<debjanisgupta@yahoo.com>
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Deb Kamal Ganguly has a background of film studies and is currently working in television. His media-related
work has been featured in national and international festivals. His research interests include juvenile crime
pulp fiction and early Indian cinematic forms. He held a Sarai Independent Research Fellowship in 2004-05.
<deb99kamal@yahoo.com>
Dane Mitchell is an artist living and working in Auckland, New Zealand. He has exhibited widely, both nationally
and internationally. <danemitchell@timedateplace.com>
David Harris lives in São Paulo, Brazil, where he is pursuing a master’s degree in sociology at the University of
São Paulo. He is currently developing a video installation work, the Global Lives Project.
(http://www.globallives.org). <deharris@cal.berkeley.edu>
David Mather is a writer and curator living in San Diego, California. He primarily researches the
phenomenological and cognitive effects of electronic media aesthetics, including interactive art, hybrid
networks and the history of computing. <dmather@ucsd.edu>
Emeka Okereke is a member of Depth of Field, a collective of six Nigerian photographers. His work combines
conceptual photography and documentary, and experiments with the use of other media such as graphics,
video and sound. He has exhibited widely in Nigeria and abroad. <luminalart2@yahoo.com>
Felix Stalder teaches media economy at the Academy of Art and Design, Zurich. He is a co-founder of
Openflows, a Toronto-centred open source development and research company, and a moderator of the
English-language <nettime> mailing list. <felix@openflows.org>
Florian Schneider is a writer, documentary filmmaker and net activist. He focuses on how new communication
and migration regimes are being attacked and undermined by critics of borders and networks. Schneider is
one of the initiators of the No One Is Illegal campaign, and one of the founders of the noborder network and
the internet platform D-A-S-H. <fls@kein.org>
Franco La Cecla teaches cultural anthropology at the universities of Venice and Milan, and is anthropological
consultant for the Barcelona municipality. He has also produced video and documentary film. He has
published widely on concepts of space and identity, media influences and media forms. <flacecla@aol.com>
Frank Rieger is a part of the Chaos Computer Club, a pioneering group of hackers who were and continue to
be active in the Berlin scene, intervening critically and through cultural and artistic work in the areas of
intellectual property, electronic surveillance and technological creativity.
http://www.ccc.de/?language=en. <frank@ccc.de>
Gautam Bhan is a queer rights activist and writer based in New Delhi. He is the series editor of Sexualities, an
interdisciplinary list published by Yoda Press. He works with Nigah Media Collective as well as with the
human rights group Voices Against Section 377. <gautam.bhan@gmail.com>
Guido Cimadomo is a Seville-based architect and a doctoral candidate in the field of architecture at Seville
University. His theoretical work is concerned with the concept and influences of limits and borders in
buildings and in everyday life. He is an active member of the NGO Arquitectos Sin Fronteras.
<guido@cimadomo.com>
Gyan Prakash is Dayton-Stockton Professor of History at Princeton University, and a member of the Subaltern
Studies Editorial Collective. He is also the Director of the Shelby Cullom Davis Center for Historical Studies.
A historian of modern South Asia, he is the author of Bonded Histories: Genealogies of Labour Servitude in

Colonial India (1990), and Another Reason: Science and the Imagination of Modern India (1999). He has
edited several volumes of essays on colonial history, including After Colonialism: Imperial Histories and
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Postcolonial Displacements (1995). He is currently researching and writing a book on Mumbai, focusing on
its history as an idea and as a set of urban imaginaries. <prakash@princeton.edu>
Hans Ulrich Obrist is an international curator and head of the Programme Migrateurs at the Musée d’Art
Moderne de la Ville de Paris. Since 1993, he has conducted over 300 interviews with theorists and
practitioners in different fields: artists, scientists, writers, composers, architects, curators and philosophers.
<HUO@serpentinegallery.org>
Jeremy Hight is a locative/new media artist, writer and theorist. He collaborated on the pioneering GPS locative
narrative project 34 north 118 west, winner of the grand jury prize at the international Art in Motion festival.
He has published several essays on locative media and “narrative archaeology”. <hight@34n118w.net>
Karen Coelho is a cultural anthropologist, and works in Chennai as an independent scholar and writer. Her
interests include the cultures of the changing state, discourses of reform and new urban ‘publics’. She held
a Sarai Independent Research Fellowship in 2004-05. <kcoelho@email.arizona.edu>
Kavita Pai lives and tries to work in Mumbai. She is currently co-directing a documentary on the impact of
conflict on women in Kashmir and the Northeast, and their roles in conflict transformation.
<kavitapai@rediffmail.com>
Kianoosh Vahabi is a Teheran-based architect who also writes on art and architecture for national and
international magazines. He collaborated with Pages (artists Nasrin Tabatabai and Babak Afrassiabi) on the
installation Kiosk # 947 (2005), exhibited in Kassel, Germany. <kianoosh747@yahoo.com>
Legier Biederman is an art theorist and curator based in San Francisco, and a doctoral candidate in the
Department of Art History at the University of California, Los Angeles. Her research concerns the
relationships among new media art practices, biennialisation and processes of globalisation, focusing on the
construction of subjectivity and identity. <lbiederm@ucla.edu>
Linda Carroli is an award-winning writer, researcher and consultant based in Brisbane, Australia. She is formerly
editor of fineArt forum, an electronic art, science and technology magazine, and editor of the anthology The

Ideas Book (UQP, 2005). She is currently serving as Chair of the Australian Network for Art and Technology.
<lcarroli@pacific.net.au>
Mahmood Farooqui studied history at the University of Cambridge, and is now a Delhi-based freelance writer
and performer. He has acted in Mango Soufflé, an Indian-English feature film. He held a Sarai Independent
Research Fellowship in 2004-05. <mahmood.farooqui@gmail.com>
Marcos Lutyens is California-based inter-media artist whose work focuses on social and psychological issues.
He has exhibited internationally, and is currently guest-editing New Architecture, a publication that explores
senses and emotions in architecture. (www.lutyens.net), <marcos10@pacbell.net>
Michael Taussig is Professor of Anthropology at Columbia University, New York. His writings have dealt with
diverse topics, such as colonialism and terror, folk healing, mimesis in relation to sympathetic magic, state
fetishism and secrecy, modernist and postmodernist aesthetics. His published works include Shamanism,

Colonialism and the Wild Man: A Study in Terror and Healing (1987), Mimesis and Alterity: A Particular History
of the Senses (1993), and recently, My Cocaine Museum (2004). <mt107@columbia.edu>
Molly Nesbit is Professor of Art at Vassar College and the author of Atget’s Seven Albums (Yale, 1992) and

Their Common Sense (Black Dog, 2000). Together with Hans Ulrich Obrist and Rirkrit Tiravanija she
organises Utopia Station, an ongoing project that brings together the work of many different artists and
architects worldwide. <monesbit@earthlink.net>
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Mrinalini Aggarwal is a student at the National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad. <mrinnie@gmail.com>
Naeem Mohaiemen is a filmmaker and tactical media artist. He is director of Visible Collective
(disappearedinamerica.org), an artist-activist group that creates widely exhibited interventions on migrant
impulses, hyphenated identity and post-9/11 security panic, including the impact of image politics on
struggles within political Islam. <nmohaiemen@mac.com>
Nancy Adajania is a cultural theorist, art critic and independent curator. Formerly editor-in-chief of the journal

Art India, she has written and lectured extensively on contemporary Indian art, focusing on new media art
and its political and cultural contexts. She held a Sarai Independent Research Fellowship in 2004-05.
<nancyadajania@gmail.com>
Nasrin Tabatabai is an artist working in Rotterdam and Tehran. With Babak Afrassiabi, she is co-initiator and coeditor of Pages (www.pagesmagazine.net), a bilingual Farsi /English web journal that develops collaborative
projects

with

practitioners

in

the

fields

of

art,

culture,

urbanism

and

social

issues.

<info@pagesmagazine.net>
Natašaa Petrešiin is an independent curator and writer based in Paris and Ljubljana. She has presented lectures
and curated exhibitions internationally. She is currently pursuing a master’s degree at the School for
Advanced Studies in the Social Sciences in Paris. <petresin@mail.ljudmila.org>
Nishant Shah is a doctoral student at the Centre for the Study of Culture and Society, Bangalore. He also works
as a freelance information architect for cyberspace companies. His interests include technology, urbanism,
globalisation, the relationship between citizenship and the state, and issues of identity.
<itsnishant@gmail.com>
Parismita Singh lives and works in Delhi. She held a Sarai Independent Research Fellowship for 2005-06, to
work on a comic book. <parismitasingh@gmail.com>
Peter Griffin is a freelance creative consultant, web producer, columnist, travel writer, voiceover artist and
occasional radio producer. He co-moderates the online writers’ forum Caferati, is a co-founder of World Wide
Help (an informal collective of volunteer online relief workers), and one of the founders of Bloggers Against
Censorship. He blogs at http://zigzackly.blogspot.com. <zigzackly@gmail.com>.
Philip Bounds teaches in the Department of Media and Communication Studies at the University of Wales,
Swansea. He has lectured and published widely in the field of cultural studies. He writes frequently for the
left press. <philipbounds@yahoo.co.uk>
Piero Zanini is an architect and geographer teaching Political Geography at the University of Trento, Italy. He
has worked in documentary film and has also published his research on the cultural significance and history
of borders. <pierozanini@tin.it>
Pilar Martínez Ponce teaches sculpture at Seville University. Working with traditional materials (clay and wood),
she privileges the traditional way of modelling over what she terms “fast-food” contemporary artistic
expression.

She

collaborates

in

her

husband

Guido

Cimadomo’s

architectural

practice.

<pilar@cimadomo.com>
Pradip Saha is a designer, filmmaker and photographer, and managing editor of Down to Earth magazine. He
has worked on book and print design, environmental communication and exhibition design. He is also
interested in urban ecology. <prosaha@hotmail.com>
R. Krishna by way of introduction says that he is an exile “from that lost continent of Marxism”. He is interested
in critical social theory and media affects. He lives and works in Delhi.
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R.V. Ramani is a cinematographer and filmmaker specialising in motion picture photography. He has over 15
independent films to his credit. His work has been shown at international film and art festivals.
<ramanirv@hotmail.com>
Rahaab Allana completed his master’s degree from the School of Oriental and African Studies, London
University, in 2001. He is currently working as Chief Archivist of The Alkazi Collection of Photography, New
Delhi. <lonequest_2k@yahoo.com>
Raoul Victor is the pen name of a French socialist activist who visualises the emergence of a non-capitalist
future through the widespread development of contemporary sharing practices. <dorax@club-internet.fr>
Ravi Agarwal is a Delhi-based environmentalist and photographer. He has exhibited widely, and is simultaneously
involved in national and international environmental policy and grassroots initiatives. He heads Toxics Link,
an environmental non-profit organisation. <ravig1@vsnl.com>
Renée Green is a widely exhibited/published artist, filmmaker and writer, and currently Dean of Graduate
Studies and professor at the San Francisco Art Institute. Her work in various media forms engages with a
changing transcultural sphere, circuits of relation and exchange over time, gaps and shifts in what survives
in public and private memories, as well as what has been imagined and invented. <rgreen@sfai.edu>
Robin S. Ngangom is a Manipuri/English poet and a translator of Manipuri writing. He has published two
volumes of poetry and edited an anthology of contemporary poetry from the Northeast. His latest collection
of

poems

is

forthcoming

from

Chandrabhaga

Press.

He

currently

teaches

in

Shillong.

<robinngangom@yahoo.co.in>
S. Ananth is a lecturer in the Department of History, Andhra Loyola College, Vijayawada. He is working on his
doctoral dissertation on the culture of finance and business in Vijayawada. He held a Sarai Independent
Research Fellowship in 2004-05. <sananth99@gmail.com>
Sadan Jha has a background in history. His research interests focus on visual cultures, memory and violence,
urban realities, nationalism and the politics of representation. He currently works at Sarai.
http://www.akshhar.blogspot.com. <sadan@sarai.net>
Sampurna Chattarji is a poet, fiction writer and translator. Her work has appeared in several Indian and
international journals and anthologies. She was awarded the Charles Wallace India Trust Creative Writing
Scholarship 2005, and the 2006 Highlights Foundation Scholarship. <sampurna_c@yahoo.co.uk>
Sergio De La Torre is a photographer, documentary filmmaker and installation artist whose work focuses
on issues of migration, tourism, labour and surveillance technologies. His project Maquilopolis (2005) is a
collaborative documentary about factory workers in Tijuana, who had a voice in their own representation
through the use of digital cameras provided by the film’s producers.
(www.maquilapolis.com/project_eng.html). <delatorre@ucsd.edu>
Simran Chadha is “a harassed mother of two” and a lecturer in the department of English Literature at Dyal
Singh College, Delhi University. <getsim2222@yahoo.co.in>
Siva Arumugam is a doctoral student in anthropology at Columbia University. <sva2003@columbia.edu>
Stefano Savona is a photographer, filmmaker and director. His recent work includes a short video on gestuality
and technosociality in Senegal and India, and an award-winning documentary on Tunisian immigrants in Sicily.
He has produced a documentary on Kurdish warrior women in the mountains of Iraq.
<stefano.savona@wanadoo.it>
Sureyyya Evren is one of the founders of the Karasin Anarchist Collective in Turkey. His published works include
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novels, short stories and essays. He is editor-in-chief of Siyahi (www.siyahi.net), an online forum for
contemporary theory, radical politics, culture and the arts. <sureyyya@yahoo.com>
Tarun Bhartiya is a published Hindi poet, filmmaker and activist with the Freedom Project, Shillong. He has also
worked in the fields of television and photography. He is the founding member of alt-space, an open space
for culture and politics in Shillong. <tarunbhartiya@rediffmail.com>
Trebor Scholz is currently professor and researcher in the Department of Media Study at the State University
of New York, Buffalo. He works both collaboratively and individually as an artist, media theorist, activist, and
organiser (http://collectivate.net). He is the founder of the Institute for Distributed Creativity, iDC
(www.distributedcreativity.org),

an

independent

research

network

of

online

collaboration.

<trebor@thing.net>
Tushar Dhara is a recent graduate of the Asian College of Journalism, Chennai. His research interests include
visual arts practice and theory. When he cannot express all that he feels through critical writing, he dabbles
in poetry. <rockarolla666@yahoo.com>
Vijayalakshmi Balakrishnan is an independent writer-researcher who has been working on trade and social
exclusion issues, with a particular focus on the conflicts between interest groups working for profit and
those working for justice. <vijibalakrishnan@yahoo.co.in>
Vlado Stjepic is a Ljubljana-based freelance artist and painter. His work explores the meaning and role of the
centre in the creation and perception of a picture plane. He exhibits widely in Europe and has won various
international awards. www.vlado-stepic.de <stjepic@email.si>
Walid Raad is Lebanese artist currently based in the US. His works include textual analysis, video and
photography projects, and concentrate on the Lebanese civil wars, the Arab-Israeli conflicts, and
documentary theory and practice. He is a member of the Arab Image Foundation, initiated in 1996 to
promote historical research on the visual culture of the Arab world, and to promote experimental video
production in the region. <wraad@earthlink.net>
Warren Neidich is currently visiting artist and research fellow at the Centre for Cognition, Computation and
Culture at Goldsmiths College, London. He studied medicine and has practiced/taught ophthalmology and
neurobiology, but now focuses exclusively on creating art and on writing. He publishes extensively on the
subject of visual arts. <mas01wn@gold.ac.uk>
Yushi Uehara is a Netherlands-based architect currently heading the second-year research programme at the
Berlage Institute, Rotterdam. He teaches in Glasgow, Amsterdam, Delft and Tokyo. He has co-authored
critical publications on architecture and urban design. His work was exhibited in 2005 at the Second
Guangzhou Triennial, Guangdong. <origin@zerodegree.org>
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Editorial Collective (in alphabetical order)
Awadhendra Sharan is a historian and a Visiting Fellow at the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies,
and a Fellow of the Sarai programme. He is currently working on a research project that connects
environment and urban space, with reference to the city of Delhi. He coordinates the archival activities at
Sarai. <sharan@sarai.net>
Geert Lovink is a Dutch-Australian media theorist, activist and Internet critic. He is currently Director of the
Institute of Network Cultures, Amsterdam. He is the co-founder of mailing lists such as Nettime and
Fibreculture, the Australian network for new media research and culture, and author of Dark Fibre, Uncanny
Networks and My First Recession. <geert@xs4all.nl>
Jeebesh Bagchi is a media practitioner, researcher, artist and filmmaker with Raqs Media Collective, and one
of the initiators of Sarai. He has been coordinating the Cybermohalla project (with Ankur, Delhi) and the
Knowledge/Culture Commons project (with ALF, Bangalore). He is currently working on a series of intermedia and digital projects at the Sarai Media Lab. <jeebesh@sarai.net>
Monica Narula is a media practitioner, artist, filmmaker, cinematographer and photographer with Raqs Media
Collective, and one of the initiators of Sarai. She is the coordinator of the Sarai Media lab. She is currently
working on a series of inter-media and digital culture projects at the Sarai Media Lab. <monica@sarai.net>
Ravi Sundaram is a fellow of the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi, and one of the initiators
of Sarai. He coordinates the Public and Practices in the History of the Present project at Sarai.
<ravis@sarai.net>
Ravi S. Vasudevan is with the faculty of the Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, Delhi, and one of
the initiators of Sarai. He coordinates Sarai’s media city research project with Ravi Sundaram. He researches
the history of film and has edited Making Meaning in Indian Cinema (2000). <raviv@sarai.net>
Shuddhabrata Sengupta is a media practitioner, artist, filmmaker and writer with Raqs Media Collective, and
one of the initiators of Sarai. He coordinates the distributed research network at Sarai. He is currently
working on a series of inter-media and digital culture projects at the Sarai Media Lab. <shuddha@sarai.net>
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Image and Photo Credits
p. ii, iii: Ravi Agarwal
pp. x, 104 (video image), 130, 138, 472: Monica Narula
p. 22: courtesy Renée Green
pp. 71, 72, 73, 74: courtesy David Mather
pp. 84-95: courtesy Legier Biederman
p. 140: courtesy Deb Kamal Ganguly
p. 147: still from Shri Krishna Janma courtesy National Film Archive of India, Pune
p. 148: Memento still downloaded from www. projections-movies.com
p. 148: Ghajini stills downloaded from www.in.movies.yahoo.com
p. 150: courtesy Andreas Broekmann
p. 154: photo of installation zgodlocator (2000) courtesy Herwig Weiser
p. 156: photo of software/video work L’Invention des Animaux (2000) courtesy Jocelyn Robert
p. 157: photo of installation naked bandit/here, not here (2004) courtesy Knowbotic Research
pp. 160, 162, 164, 165, 167, 168, 169, 171: courtesy Trebor Scholtz
p. 203: courtesy Guido Cimadomo and Pilar Martínez Ponce
pp. 204-220: courtesy Stefano Savona
p. 238: artwork by Vlado Stjepic; photographs by Bozidar Dolenc
p. 271, 275: courtesy Rahaab Allana
p. 296: photo of Shiraj Sikder poster courtesy Naeem Mohaiemen
p. 307: digital collage “Alberto Korda Was Otherwise Engaged” (2006) by Naeem Mohaiemen
p. 319: photowork by Mrinalini Aggarwal
p. 320: photo of Tirana, Albania (2005) by Marjetica Potrc
p. 321: photo of Haverleij, The Netherlands (2005) by Kyong Park
p. 336: Guido Cimadomo and Pilar Martínez Ponce, elaboration on the basis of E. Gonzalez,"Berlusconi visita
a Gaddafi en busca de un acuerdo para controlar la inmigración ilegal", El País, 26 August 2004, sec.
International, p. 8
p: 338: Guido Cimadomo and Pilar Martínez Ponce
pp 339, 340: Tomás Bárbulo, "Ceuta recela del futuro", El País, 9 October 2005, sec. Domingo, p. 1-4,5
pp. 354, 357, 358, 361, 362, 363: courtesy Nasrin Tabatabai, Babak Afrassiabi, Kianoosh Vahabi
pp. 378, 381, 383: courtesy Escape from Woomera Collective
http://www.escapefromwoomera.org/screens.htm
p. 385: photo of artwork Scientia e Metaphysica (Bell’s Theorem) or “Aboriginal Art: It’s a White Thing”
courtesy Richard Bell
p. 413, 420: courtesy Tarun Bhartiya
p. 498, 499, 504, 504, 505: courtesy Karen Coelho
p. 570: Cybermohalla practitioners, Nangla Lab
p. 587: Photowork by Mrinalini Aggarwal
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SARAI READERS
The Sarai Readers are annual anthologies of essays, critical writing and
image-text assemblages around a given theme. They have brought
together perspectives on media, technology, culture, law, politics and city
life. The books can also be freely downloaded from
www.sarai.net/journal/journal.htm

01 THE PUBLIC DOMAIN (2001)
entering the public domain - claiming the city - old media/new media:
ongoing histories - internet interventions - wetware: bodies in the digital
domain - 'free as in freedom': software as culture - <alt/option>
ISBN 1-57027-124-0 : inr 150 : us$ 12 : euro 12

02 THE CITIES OF EVERYDAY LIFE (2002)
urban morphologies - the city as spectacle and performance - the street is
the carrier and the sign - for those who live in cities - cybermohalla
diaries - 9/11 - media city - virtual architecture + digital urbanism - the
politics of information - <alt/option>
ISBN 81-901429-0-9 : inr 250 : us$ 18 : euro 18

03 SHAPING TECHNOLOGIES (2003)
leverages - excavations - scans - registrations - devices: cybermohalla
diaries - imaginations + aesthetics - encode + decode - practices + politics
- <alt/option>
ISBN 81-901429-3-3 : inr 295 : us$ 15 : euro 15

04 CRISIS/MEDIA (2004)
approaching crisis - image disturbance - case studies - truth/testimony reporters at work - war correspondence - deep instabilities cybermohalla street logs - information politics - contesting censorship <alt/option>
ISBN 81-901429-4-1 : inr 295 : us$ 15 : euro 15

05 BARE ACTS (2005)
arguments - disputations - trespasses - hacks - encroachments annotations - negotiations - records - trials - violations - assaults dissensions - <alt/option>
ISBN 81-901429-5-X : inr 350 : us$ 20 : euro 20

598 / Sarai Reader 2006: Turbulence

“The Everyday is embodied in the Sarai Reader’s very form. Interspersed visuals
and text, diary entries, journal pages, details of routines and journeys, list
serves and photomontages of streets and signs convey a sense of the
proliferation of experience in the urban.”
Biblio / 2002
“The simultaneity of diverse visualities and textualities, presented in these
Readers, turns the act of reading into a heuristic navigation of our current
physical and virtual reality.”
The Hindu / 2003
“Remarkable in the way that it tackles international issues, with an equally
scrutinising look at national ones, the Reader is analytical and self-reflexive at
the same time.”
First City / 2004
“Contributors to the Reader write from surprising places — cinemas, libraries,
law courts, dam sites, art galleries, prison — where people confront fear and gain
a modicum of mastery over it.”
The Telegraph / 2004
“Rich, exuberant and indisciplined collection. And indisciplined it certainly is,
in terms of every possible meaning associated with the word “discipline” –
control, boundaries, compliance. Indisciplined in the form of the collection:
contributions ranging from theoretical papers that meet the demands of
academic protocol (footnotes and all), to prose writings that can only be
described as poetic, to essays of visual images, to textured field-note diaries and
accounts based on these.
Economic and Political Weekly / 2005
“Sarai Readers that are published annually, focusing each time on a new and
different theme, have become important aids for those who wish to explore the
frontiers of the world of ideas and deal with the range of new issues that
confront us today. The Reader is a unique product, even in terms of form: neither
book nor journal, it is a purely experimental enterprise that combines
contributions that range from the academic to the literary, from the purely
textual to the visual, from detailed ethnographic reports to fairly dense
theoretical writings. In fact, it will not be an exaggeration to say that the Sarai
Reader embodies in every sense, the collapse of all boundaries of form, style and
genre.”
Seminar / 2005
“In a collage-like rendition, it offers incisive accounts of this ceaseless,
mutually constitutive dynamic in a staggering variety of contexts – urban
studies, media, technology, environment, gender, migration, social movement,
politics, etc.”
The Oxford Review of Books / 2005

